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 Brad leys Both Community Primary school  

  
  
Dear Children, Parents and Staff,   
  
Boiler replacement works 
  
The contractors arrived yesterday and began the work on replacing the school boiler and heating 
system.  Please can we request that over the coming weeks care is taken when arriving at and leaving 
school.  The work areas have been cordoned off with fencing and we request that children are supervised 
entering our school site. Thank you everyone.   
  
High Adventure Climbing competition  
  
The children in Class 5 visited High Adventure on Thursday morning to take part in a class climbing 
challenge.  Everyone participated well and enjoyed the challenge.  We would like to congratulate four 
children; Jack, George, Jasmine and Isla who will be representing our school at an inter-school climbing final 
at High Adventure on Saturday 30th April.  We wish them lots of luck!  
  
Assembly Music  
 
This week we have been listening to the song ‘The World in Union’.  The lyrics of the song promote everyone 
coming together and supporting each other.  We found out that this piece of music has been used for the 
Rugby World Cup.  It uses a theme from a piece of music called Jupiter, from the Planets Suite written by 
Gustav Holst.    
  
Tag Rugby Festival   
 
Well done to everyone in Edison Class 3 today who attended the School’s Sports Partnership Tag Rugby 
Festival.  The festival was held at Sandylands sports ground and organised by the Skipton Tennis Centre 
team, including Jonny our visiting sports coach.  The children took part in the inter-school competition and 
worked hard as part of their class team.  Mr Pearson and Mrs Whitely were very proud of the children’s 
positive approach to their sport today. Well done!  
 
Children's Mental Health Week  
 
Next week (7th- 13th February) is Children's Mental Health Week.  This year's theme is 'growing 
together'.  It will be a great opportunity to help both children and adults consider how they have grown and 
how they can help others to grow in their wellbeing. Mental Health and wellbeing is so important to us all at 
Bradleys Both. Do please check out further information and activities 
at: www.childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk  
 
 
 
I wish you all a happy and safe weekend,   
  
Kind regards  
Mr Barry Rogers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friday 4th February 2022 

http://www.childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk/
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BELL CLASS 
This week we have enjoyed a variety of different experiences.  In Science, we have investigated magnetic 
and non-magnetic materials using magnets.  We linked our English work and Geography together creating fact 
files about different creatures that live in the Pacific Ocean.  Our facts are displayed on a collage seascape 
in the classroom!  We also looked at food chains of the Pacific Ocean.  In maths, we have worked hard to 
identify number bonds to 10.  We had fun creating number bond pictures, which we took home.   
If possible, we would really appreciate your help with the following... 
All parents - please practise and consolidate number bonds to 10 with your child this weekend. 
Parents of Reception children - Thank you to those of you who have attached photos and comments to evi-
dence your child's learning at home.  (More details can be found on the email sent out earlier in the week) 
Please keep sending them in.   
Parents of Year 1 children - Remember to keep up the good work with learning spellings with your child...it 
really does help. 
Thank you in advance.  Have a great weekend.  
Pupil of the week - Ethan G for making good choices in the classroom and at playtime over the last few 
weeks.  Keep this up! 
Resilience Award - Hugo for trying really hard to from the letter 'g' correctly.  We really noticed 
this in your sentences about creatures in the Pacific Ocean and in your name this week. 
 
FRANKLIN CLASS 
We've had a busy week in Class 2. We have used video clips from a story called The Night Zookeeper as a 
stimulus in our English. We have created our own character with special powers and described places they 
live or visit. Today we have planned our own stories including our animal and other animals that might live in 
the night zoo. We are looking forward to listening to the real story next week. In Maths we have looked at 
symmetry. We looked at symmetry in patterns and in shapes. We found symmetry in shapes a little tricky to 
identify but enjoyed creating symmetrical patterns with the peg boards, Lego and Duplo. In Geography this 
week we have expressed our opinion about where we live and used our knowledge of physical and human  
features as reasons why we like or dislike our own local environment. In Science this week we have  
investigated materials again. We looked at how their shape can be changed and whether they stay in their 
new shape after being squashed or twisted or if they 'ping' back to their original shape. On Tuesday we  
enjoyed learning a little about Chinese New Year and made paper lanterns to bring home. 
Pupil of the week: Ruby S for being a super role model. 
Resilience Award: Albie for not giving up with his work on symmetry. 
 
EDISON CLASS 
A week full of exciting writing, beautiful artwork, precise measuring, creative computing and heart racing 
exercise. The children are continuing to work hard on their creative writing; we used exciting adjectives and 
a variety of prepositions to describe a character and setting similar to the ones in Stig of the Dump. In 
Maths, we have been looking at equivalent lengths, as well as measuring accurately and thinking about ‘which 
unit of measure would be most appropriate to use’. I have been amazed again by the Monet inspired artwork 
the children have created; this week we chose a sunset Thames scene with a aim to replicate some of Monet ’s 
most famous pieces. The children are showing a good awareness of impressionism and focusing on creating 
artwork that ‘doesn’t look exact’, a difficult skill to embed. In our computing lesson this week the children 
created a story on the programme Scratch. They are really getting to grips with the software and impressing 
me with their knowledge of coding and programming. Finally to round off the week, we had an amazing trip to 
Sandylands to participate in the Tag Rugby Festival. The children made me so proud, they all showed great 
determination, skills, passion, teamwork and super behaviour. It was a brilliant event, I’m sure that all the 
children took something away from the morning. 
Have a lovely weekend! 
Resilience award – Martha for always going above and beyond to improve her work. 
Pupil of the week – Austin for showing excellent determination and skills at the Tag Rugby Festival. 
 
NEWTON CLASS 
We have all worked hard this week, in maths we have continued to learn how to calculate with fractions. We 
have consolidated finding equivalent fractions and can now simplify fractions to their lowest form, again the 
children need to have good recall of times tables and related division facts. We practised finding the lowest 
common multiple of 2 or 3 numbers to help us then attempt to find common denominators…very tricky! 
In English we have continued to read poetry and this week have practised using metaphors and  
personification. We read a poem about The Sun for inspiration, then wrote our own poems about The Moon. 
We searched for higher level vocabulary to describe the moon using personification, the results were  
amazing. For fun we also made up limericks. 
In Geography we labelled a map of Italy and investigated their volcanoes, we were amazed at how many  
different seas surround Italy and its islands. 
Our class story is called “The Boy at the back of the Class” and is about a refugee who arrives in a school and 
the children’s reaction to him. We had excellent, insightful discussions around the story. This fit in well with 
our PSHCE lesson about Human Rights and what everyone has the right to expect in life: a safe place to live. 
The children were really thoughtful and respectful in their opinions. 
Pupil of the week: Eliza for great calculations with fractions. 
Resilience Award: Chloe for working hard on handwriting and presentation. 
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DARWIN CLASS 
What an exciting day we have all had today!  High Adventure was fantastic:  a real confidence-building  
experience.  Some of the class scaled the climbing wall like mountain goats; others at a steadier pace!  But all 
a triumph! I even had a go, putting my life in their hands as they secured the ropes:  the difference between 
'legs' and 'broken legs'!!  Luckily, they decided to spare me...  The visit leaders helped to pick 4 of the most 
confident climbers to represent school at the finals:  congratulations to Jack, Jasmine, Isla, and George!   
After a morning of adrenaline, we returned to school to enjoy a tag rugby session with Jonny, and he  
commented on how impressed he has been with the development in their ability over the past few  
sessions.  Earlier in the week, we have been finding percentages of amounts in maths, and revising prime  
numbers, factors, multiples, and balancing equations.  In English, the children finished their biographies  
earlier in the week.  Super work.  Next, it's formal letter writing (campaigning)...  Taking resting heart rates 
and comparing after exercise was our learning in science - considering what the impact of exercise is on our 
hearts.   
Topic homework has been handed out, due back Tuesday 15th February.  IXL maths and English, spellings and 
reading too. 
Please can I remind anyone who hasn't yet returned the swimming forms to do so as soon as you are 
able.  Thanks! 
Pupil of the Week: Isla for her all-round excellent attitude to school life and being a super role model 
to others! 
Resilience Award: Poppy for determination to become more independent in maths! 
 

 
 


